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Florida honours 27 airmen who 
vanished off Bahamas in 1945 

Bahama chain," said David of the planes. 
White, who at the time was a The next morning White 
flight instructor stationed at became part of o·Iie of the 

· Fort Lauderdale. "When he largest rescue mis-sion� in 

� WASHINGTON (AP)-
went north, he was going out U .S. naval history. Civilian 

date Naval Air Station on a to the wide ocean. " vessels and Units of the U.S. 
ro:utine training mission over Just about the time the Coast Guard,ArmyandNavy 
the Bahamas. The five pilots squadron was to have landed ._scoured an area of more than 
andnine crewmen, led by in- back at Fort Lauderdale, a 650,000 square km, but no 
structor lieut. Charles Taylor, _ last radio message from Tay- wreckage was ever fo�n.d. 
were to practice bombing lorwasreceived:They would Several ocean expeditions, 
and low-level straf ing on keep flying "until we hit the documentaries and books of
small coral shoals 100 km beach or run out of gas." fer varying theorie� c;m the 

� The disappearance of Flight 
- � r.;; a U.S. Navy mission that 
s began the myth of the Ber
� muda Triangle, is still unex
� plained but not forgotten 60 
0 years later. 
�I The 27 airmen who disap
�1 peared off Florida's coast on 

Dec. 5, 1945, were honoured 
in a l!ouse resolution yester-: 
day. Rep. Clay Shaw, said he 
hoped the gesture would help 
bring closure for surviving 
families. 

What happened is a ques
tion that has befuddled and 
e:q.tertained both skeptics 
afid believers in the Bermuda 
Triangle, a stretch of ocean 
betweenYuerto Rico; Ber
muda and Miami that some 
believe is an area of super
natural phenomena. 

'So many weird things' 
"There's ju st so man y 

weird things here that expe
rienced pilots would have not 
acted this way," Shaw said. 

· "Something happened out 
there." 

Five U.S. Navy Avenger air
plane;.s left the Fort Lauder-

ea�t of the naval station. Due to weakening radio disappearance, r�gifl�_from 

·Normally 3 hours signals, no reading could_ be p_ara?ormal _activi.tt.es to 

They were then to turn 
north.to practice mapping 
and then southwest to home. 
The e�tire flight, which pi
lots took three or four times a 
day, should 4ave lasted three 
hOl)IS. 

From, radio reports over
heard by ground control and 
other airplanes, the com
passes on Taylor's plane ap
parently m(,llfunctioned 90 
minutes.into the mission. 

With no instruments to 
guide him over the open 
ocean, Taylor thought the 
flight had drifted off course 
and was actually south over 
the Florida Keys. As a result, 
he directed the planes to fly 
due north to hit land. 

"He was not in the Keys. 
He was out in the end of the 

made on the direct location Slghtings of alien actiVIty. 
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· MIKE OLIVEIRA 

The'Canadfan Press 

While_affordable space 
travel is still light years away, 
there are other options avail
able and a taste of space can. 
be bought for as little as a few 
thousand .dollars. 

The growing business of 
1.space tourism was among !he 
topics discussed over the 
weekend -as rexp�rts met m 

Toronto for the-Canadian 
Space Summit. 

Three space tourists have 
aJ_ready flown to the space 
station, paying up to $20 mil
lion for- the experience. 

But for those· without un
limited funds, the experience 
can be simulated for a few 
thousand dollars. · 

. 

A Florida company. is now 
o1Jering 30-second zerq grav-
:typaniboli� flightS! -

490· Sasquatch watchers _atJexas conferenc� 
1 - JEFFERS()N, Texas (AP):-Next / "It's aftesh-and-blood animal _ andhowinhabitsNorthAmerican 

to a lifelike replica of a giant ape · that just has not been discovered ·forests. 
-

head, the believers milled about yet.Andlthink we're getting clos- - Hoaxeshavebeen a large paitof. 
yesterday amid memorabilia pro- er and closer,'� said Daryl Colyer, the making_ of the Bigfoot legend. . 
claiming Bigfoot: Often Imitated, �- a Texas businessman who has in- . Califofnia construction compa
Never Invalidated.- ves�gated hundreds of reported ny owner Ray W�ace donned 

While they can have a sense of Big:foot sightings in Texas, Dkla- . 40-cm-long wooden feet to create· 
humour about it, the search for hoina, Arkansas and Louisiana. - tracks in mud in 1958 and it led to 
the legendacySasquatchjs nojoke · Gicr:antopithecus , .aJront-:page story in a l�cal paper 
for many of the nearly 400 people ..... . · _ �· · that corned the word B1gfoot. _ 

who came to discuss the latest Outlandish theories about the _ _ Pictures� and film footage are 
sightings and tracking techniques origin ofBigfoot abound� induct-· -often disputedJ such as the 1967 

1 at the Texas Bigfoot Conference. ing that it might be an extrater- footage of a creature wal19hg near 
SUN FILE PHOTO There. have been more than restrial. Many believe the tower- a California creek. 

The above Bigfootage was 
filmed in 1967 in California. 

. 2,550 reported Bigfoot sightings in ing, ape-like creature descended. Most evidence centres on bun-
the past century. British Columbia from a prehistoric 3-metre-tall · dreds of castS_ of footprints col-
had the most with 362. gorilla called a Gigantopithec�s 1ect�d since. the 1.950s. 
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VVhy are aliens so liming? 

ROBER� FULFORD 

.And she doesn't abandon her·sense of 
humour>she asks why mentally superior 

· hlie$:haven't anything better to do than 
hang around North America stealing our 
-genes. "Why are these genius aliens -so 
.dim?� she asks. "After fifty years of ab
. Q,Ucting·qs, why are they still taking the . same: bitS< and' pieces? Don't they have 
· freezers?" 

And ·why are aliens so boring? They 
. often speak to abductees but they never: 
say anything interesting. As Clancy has 
noted, not one of them sounds as enga.g� · .. The folklore of the

. 
20th-century pro-... ing as an average human child. They re-. · 

duced nothing · more absurd, yet call these dead people who speak froin · 
nothing more persistent, than the belief the spirit world through table-tappers · 

that creatures from other worlds habitu� and similar mystics. The record· shows 
ally visit Earth, kidnap a few. humans thatthese communicants have never ut
arid . then return. them,· apparently terec:l even one· interesting sentence . . · 
unhurt; to their homes. The alleged Most conversations consist of "I saw 
human victims later descnl>e their expe- · your Uncle Leonard.n "How is he?" "Fine, · 

riences iil what scholars of alienogtaphy sends his best." 
call "abductee narratives." These sound The reason is the same in both. cases. 
like tales !fold by idiots,- but no one who The conversations a.re"fietional�and both 
cares·about the popular imagination can abductees and spiritualists·. suffer from 
be entirely indifferent to them. stunted imaginations. Tbey'are':capable. Abductees report that some aliens say of-one delirious flight of fancy, nothing 
they are bringing world peace and others more. · · . . 

· announce that their mission is war. But a Clancy discovered that abductees 
strikingly high percentage appear to be share certain characteristj.cs�.They are 
carrymgout:aPecuHarasSi&nmen� raid· . not crazy, but they seore�_JSigh ,on a· 
fug the reproduCtive systems of-their vi�. schizotypy test, which dOesn�t- mean 
tims-to collect DNA. "My eggs were t:ak-' they ·are schizophrenic but suggests 
en," one tYPical abductee reportedrand they have a .weakness for tantasy and· for 
another said,;"spenn was· Slicked from· thinking related to magiC. Most of them . 
my penis byamaclrlne." . believed in flying s_aucers before they, 
. . Why? :$Xtra.terrestriala must.�- far were abducted. 

. . 
smarter than we. 'are: (they. travel dfs-. . . :m her view the aliens are entirely hu
tances our scientists can barely imagine)· man creations, expressing fairly ordina.zy .· 
so anyone even mildly curious will won- emotional needS�·Most ofils don't want 
der what they want with a substandard to be alone and many of.US ye� to be-· 

. planet's genetic material. That in turn Heve there's som�g bigger out there . . 

suggests another question to Susan A.· 
Clancy, a Harvard psychologist and the 
author of Abducted: How People:� to · 

Believe They. Were Kidnapped by Aliens 
(Harvard Unive�sity Press), the latest 
book on this phenomenon. Having in- . 
terviewed dozens of abductees, and . 
found$em likeable and honest, Clan:.:. 

. cy writes about them with compas- I' 
sionate but sceptical understanding. 
She's not like the late John Mack, a psy• 
chiatrist at the Harvard medical school, 
who scandalizecl his colleagueS by decid.;. 
ing that ·abductions actually took place. · 
Clancy believes her subjects only in the 
sense that she believes they think they 
are telling the truth. 

Bamey Hill's drawing of the alien that abducted him. 

- and that it cares aQo\lt us. Also, we 
�t to feel special. "Being abducted 
by aliens is a culiura.ny shaped mam� 
festation of a universal human need." 

Abductees express these feelings by .oo. 
lieving in a convenient story that can 
never be proved and therefore never dis
proved. They also may be terrified.(and 
thus made to feel vulnerable) by recent 
discoveries in genetics and reproductive 
technology; 

Clancy devotes careful attention to the 
mother-and fathei' of the abductee· com
munity; .a·New Hampshire social worker 
named Betty Hill and her postal worker 
husband,.;Ba.tney� Believing they .were ab
·(hicteililf.l!J6tt:hey·�hypn0therapy 

-��=:= :ljig"beattS:- aiitf w.rap&mririd eyeS; who 
havesinre-ap�mevecytb.ing from 
�ETLCO'lJ:liJeFs ofthe Third:Ki:rid to. The 
»Jilii.e& . . 

. -Asked:;·. under:' hyPnosis to �w. an 
·alien, Bamey:came up. with- a sketch that 
launched a:thousand myths. In fact, he 
was reproducing. a face he had seen 12 
days earlier on a TV show, . The Outer 

,Limits'. But-by the time anyone figured 
that out the aliens 'Ciancy calls "macro
cephalic space-waifs" had become per
manently lodged in mass culture. As 
Clancy says� "BettY and Barney l:fill got 
their ideas ftom bOoks, movies and TY. 
From. then on,. people got their ideas 
from books, movies, Tv, and Betty and 
Bamey·Hm.w' . . . . 

· · Nationa,l-Post . 
robert.fulford@utoronto.ca 

_ EgyJ}(Prepar.es 
-
�ew Prob·e of 

-:Myste� Pyr�iniii Shafts · 

. ·CAIRO�) -Egypt Will send a ro
bot Up narrow shafts in the areaLPyramid to 

I tzytosolveoneoftl1em�es-ofthe4,5� . 

year -,old �c maUsoleum, Egypt's"top 
archaeblogisfshldonMOO:day.Z.ahiHawass 

'tQld· Reuters -�� w()uld' this .week'inspect 
a robot �igO�-tti climb the two nanUW 

r sbB.fts which �ght-lead to an.. �vered: 
burialc�ber in'f!ie pyramid c:ii-cheop8 at 
Gmt;··on theoutskirts ofCairo:;4i.t'. 

' f 
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4 UFO conference Calculating odds oflife in galaxy 

EYE SEPTEMBER 29/05 

EXPOSING THE 
REAL X-FILES. 

BY STEPHEN .JUAN. 

WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY 
OF HUMAN LIFE EXISTING 

ON OTHER PLANETS? 

(Asked by Warren Reed, age 
12, of Toronto) 

phins and whales are intelligent 
but have never developed tech
nology, SETI also suggests that 
technology might be expected to 
appear in half the other worlds 
that support life. So putting these 
numbers into Drake's equation: 
N = 20 X 0.5 X 1 X 0.2 X 0.5 X L N = 

L. The number of civilizations in 
the galaxy is equal to the number 
of years (L) that an advanced 
technological civilization can 

hope to endure. Of course, the 
only such civilization we have to 

U OFT- Outside Convocation Hall, 
a predominantly white, middle-aged 
group of about 20 discuss their per
sonal encounters with UFOs. Retired 
electronic engineer John Ford says he 
saw his first flying �aucer in 1963, 
while picnicking in the Zimbabwe 
bush with his wife and their friends. 
Catherine Monserie, on the other 
hand, has seen alien crafts outside 
Paris in 1967 and over the Toronto 
Islands in 1995. 

Who knows? We can only 
guess. In 1961, U.S. astronomer 
Frank Drake proposed an equa
tion for calculating the number 
of technologically advanced civi
lizations existing in our galaxy. 
The Drake equation can be ex
pressed as: N = R x fp x ne x fl x 
fi x fc x  L. 

go on is our own. It has only 
been technologically advanced 

It is no surprise that audience mem
bers at the university's UFO Disclo-

. ·sure and Planetary Directions Sym
posium are ET believers- you'd have 
to be to spend $40 for seven hours of 
conspiracy theory. What is surprising 
is that most of the convention's audi
ence, as well as its featured speakers 
(who include a political activist, a 
nuclear physicist and former minister 
of defence and former Deputy Prime 
Minister Paul Hellyer) are not your 
central-casting idea of conspiracy the
orists. As nuclear physicist Stanton T. 
Friedman says, his speech could have 
been called, "What's a Nice Guy Like 
You Doing in a Place Like This?" 

I "N" is the number of civiliza
tions in the galaxy that have de
veloped to the point of being 
able to communicate. 

I ''fc" is the proportion of planets for some 50 years or so. Thus, the 
that have developed a communi- number of advanced life forms in 
cations technology similar to our galaxy is at least 50. But there 
our own. are obviously many, many as-
1 "L" is the length of time for sumptions built into this. 
which an intelligent civilization 
can hope to survive either acci- SATURDAY SUN NEWS NOVEMBER5,2005 
dental destruction by outside 

forces or self-destruction by mis- · 

use of its own technology. 

Robot rescues bird I "R'' is the rate at which suitable 
stars are formed with the capa
bility of forming planets such as 
ours. 
I "fp" is the proportion of stars 
with planets. 
l«ne" is the number of planets 
around any star with a tempera
ture range that would be habit
able by humans. 

Thking Mr. Drake's equation, a 
group of scientists called the 

Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intel

ligence (SETI) estimate the rate 

of star formation at about 20 per 1 
year. SETI suggest that half of all 

stars will form planetary systems, 

SYDNEY, Australia- A 
robot designed to disarm 
bombs yesterday rescued 
Tweety, a pet cockatiel, 
whose owner had to flee her 
apartment building because 
of a nearby tunnel collapse. 

I "fl" is the proportion of planets 
on which life has evolved. 
I ''fi" is the proportion of planets 
that has reached the stage of hu
man intelligence. 

that the number of planets with
in one system that could support 
life is one, and that life will ap-

1 pear and evolve on one in five 

such planets. Mindful that dol-

GENE DUPLANTIER 
17 SHETLAND STREET 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
CANADA M2M 1 XS Friedman is here to address what 

he refers to as a "Cosmic Watergate" 
and "the biggest story of the past ��---------------------------------------------------------------------------

millennium": Western govern- clandestine UFO research is funded 
ments' secrecy regarding extra- by the "black budget" -secret 
terrestrial life. Friedman, who money collected from classified 
began studying UFOs in 1958 federal taxes, drug trafficking and 
after ordering a text on the sub- securities fraud. 
ject to avoid paying shipping fees on There are many explanations for 
a load of books, is considered the governments' secrecy. Some allude to 
"original civilian investigator" of fears of a Wellesian public panic in the 
Roswell, New Mexico's famous 1947 wake of disclosure and Dolan says that 
UFO crash site. once you acknowledge a problem, you 

Pursuant to 1966's Freedom of are expected to take action, which the 
Information Act in the US, Friedman government is unprepared to do. Paul 
requested the CIA's UFO files. This Hellyer reinforces this point by saying 
appeal, which should have taken 10 � that he was '�too busy" to pay atten-
working days to process, took five tion to the UFO issue while in offic

.
e. 

years, leading him to assume, "These But the speakers agree that govern-
guys must work five minutes a ments must reveal any existing UFO-
day." When the documents did arrive, related problems and set about solv-
the majority of their content was ing them immediately. Stephen G. 
blacked out. Bassett, director of Paradigm Research 

Clearly, the government is keeping Paul Hellyer is now a UFO believer. Group, says alien abduction is his 
secrets. Author Richard Dolan says -------------- biggest concern in the world today. To 

3 

put this comment in perspective, Bas
sett cites overpopulation as the second 
most pressing matter. During a ques-· 
tion and answer session, a female audi
ence member worries about the treat
ment of the human-alien hybrids that 
allegedly result from abductions. 

Still, not everyone views abduction 
as a major threat. Paul Hellyer says he 
is unaware of anyone dying at the 
hands of extraterrestrials. Instead, 
Hellyer sees anti-alien weapons as a 
bigger danger. The politician believes 
that the nuclear missiles constructed 
under Ronald Reagan's Star Wars ini
tiative were actually conceived to 
defend us against unfriendly inter
planetary visitors. Bassett echoes the 
futility of such attempts: "All they 
have to do is drop meteors on us and 
we're in the Stone Age." 

JAMES SIMONS 



INTELLIGENT LIFE? 

NO SIGN OF' IT HERE 

MEET THE PARANORMALISTS 

BY JOSEPH BREAN 
i,.. .'':?,don 

Brenda the paranormalist is slur
ringly drunk, swinging a glass of 
white wine. She's got three-fifths 
of her teeth, curly brown hair, 
an(! she'E' smoking at the bar in 
the Sols Arms pub in West Lon
don. She has come for the month
ly Forum for the Study of Crop 
Circles and Other Mysteries. 

She says the slideshow on "the 
Mayan link" that just finished up
stairs was "rubbish," and that she 
has a presentation on the para
normal that will astound a non
believer. 

''I'm going to serve organic sal
ad," she says, her mumbled 
words just barely decipherable, 
as if from an alien intelligence. 

Aliens are a hot topic in Eng
land these days, and not just 

· among barflies. Reports of UFOs 
are spiking here, just as th�y are 
across the globe, thanks (probably) 
to the annual Th.urid meteor show
er. At the normally level-headed 
London Science Museum, a new 
blockbuster exhibit wonders, 
"When will they return our calls?" 
and, in response, the world's lead
ing alien-message theorist sneers 
that "All we do is listen." 

In the midst of this, though, it 
is easy to forget that the real ac
tion in the search for aliens often 
happens at the grassroots. 

Peter Doye, for example, has 
held high positions in several 
British crop-circle and paranor
mal groups. As a young pilot in 
the air force, he says, he w:a.S 

"scrambled" to track a UFO that 
flew at impossible speeds. Now, 
in his retirement hei�� ?�rtk-ur· 

lar authoritv on dowsing, also 
called water:divining, and he a1J 

ways carries a little pendulum, 
which he dangles from his hand. 

"Clockwise means yes and 
counter-clockwise means no,'· he 

says. ''For most people." 
He has a certain stature at this 

Forum. One woman comes up to 
him to say: "I had a communica
tion. Not a lot, but one in particu
lar." Another brings him news of a 
young man in Scotland who has 

invented "a machine that makes 
energy from water or something." 
But let him call you, she says. It's 
long-distance and "he could talk 
the hind leg off a donkey." 

Waiting alongside Mr. Doye for 
over an hour while someone goes 
to find a working slide projector, it 
becomes clear that if anyone ever 
m�es contact with aliens, it is not 
gomg to be these people. There 
�re perhaps 30 of them, gathered 
m the upstairs bar for a lecture bv 
Lucy Pringle, the queen bee of 
British crop-circle studies. 

One-half looks peaceful and 
happy, and from snippets of over
hea.rd conversation their imagi
nations seem unburdened by 
Vl;de scientific knowledge. There 
is lhe air of a cult among them. 
like the Teletubbies. 

· 

Many are wearing crystals and 
drinking wine. 

The other half, including the 
sweaty men with their shirts 
hanging open and the two others 
in black hats and sunglasses, 
seem intelligent but paranoid. 
They drink coffee. One man �S 
reading Deeper Insight Into the 
Jlluminati Formula. 

Ms. Pringle is getting impa
tient about the projector, but re
mains dignified. She is dressed in 
baggy orange pants and a green 
sweatshirt with frilly white cuffs 
and collar. Her hair is styled, and 
she reeks of composure. 

The line she is peddling is not 
explicitly otherworldly. She says 
crop circles might be man-made, 
but if they are, then the men who I 
made them were guided by some 
unexplained force. Crop circles 
are too mathematically complex 
to be the work of a simple "land 
artist," she said. 

In the case of one famous 
British circle from 2004, she said 
it encodes the complete Mayan 
calendar (but only under some 
very tenuous assumptions, sup
ported with unsourced informa
tion from the Internet and what 
appear to be Ms. Pringle's holiday 
photos from Central America). 

It seems unlikely she is correct, 
but her thinking is in keeping 
with the more serious approaches 
to galactic communication. 

Doug Vakoch is director of In
terstellar Message Composition 

at the SETJ Institute. which 
searches for aJien intelligence. 

He believes that when humans 
send out messages to aliens, they 
should start with the facts of sci
ence, such as the calendar. One of 
his draft messages, for example, 
is the periodic table. 

"There's a regularity to nature 
that scientists on any world will 
know about," he says in a phone 
interview from California. To 
him, the Science Museum's ques
tion - ''When will they return 
our calls?".- is either

-
naively op

timistic or just plain ignorant. 
We have hardly made any. 

Certainly, there are exceptions, 
notably the 1974 Arecibo radio 
transmission, which encoded 
such things as the numbers one 
to 10 and the figure of c.. human. 
The burned-out Pioneer and Voy
ager spacecrafts carry illustrated 
plaques, in case they are one day 
salvaged by aliens. 
He believes that when humans 
send out messages to aliens, they 
should start with the facts of sci-

. ence, such as the calendar. One of 
his draft messages, for example, 
is the periodic table. 

"There's a regularity to nature 
that scientists on any world will 
know about," he says in a phone 
interview from C<.�.lifornia. To 
him, the Science Museum's ques-

tion - "When will they retu.rn 
our calls?" :--!s eith.:!r naively op
timistic or just phdn ignorant. 
We have hardly made any. 

Certainly, there are exceptions, , 
notably the 1974 Arecibo radio 
transmi�sion, wh 1 eh encoded 
such things as the 11Umbers one 
to 10 and the figur\� of a human. 
The burned-out Pio, 1eer and Voy
ager spacecrafts ca1 ry illustrated 
plaques, in case tht 'I are one day 
salvaged by aliens. 

But Mr. Vakoch thinks SETI's 
problem, so far, is that it has only 
been listening to interstellar stat
ic, not broadcasting messages. 
Aside from a few exciting mo
ments, such as three year$ ago 
when they mistakenly tracked a 
signal from a U.S. satellite, this 
search has been fruitless. 

"We know too little about their 
[aliens'] motivations, if they are 
out there, that it seems unwise to 

assume the other civilizations are 

going to take on the burden of 

communication:' he said. 
But what if they did? And 

what if they reached someone 

like Lucy Pringle? 
She is serious when she imag

ines the possibilities. "I think we 
have to deal with them on a per
sonal level:' she said. 

National Post 
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· PLUTO PHOTOS SHOW THREE MOONS 
Washington Pluto, the smallest because they are 5,000 times 
and most distant planet of the dimmer than Pluto. The two 
solar system, may have three moons-in-waiting were observed 
moons instead of just · one, to be approximately 44,000 kilo
according to images taken by the metres and 53,000 kilometres 
Rubble Space Telescope. Astro- away from Pluto - two or three 
nomers from the Southwest times as far from the planet as 
Research Institute reported Charon. Compared to Charon's 
observing the moons in May as 1,200-kilometre diameter, the 
they described near circular two new moons are pint-sized: 
orbits around the icy planet in just 32 kilometres and 70 kilome
three days, the National tres· across, respectively. Pluto 
Aeronautics and Space Admin- was discovered in 1930 at a dis
istration said yesterday. If the tance of some 6.4 billion kilome
discovery is confirmed by the tres from the sun in the heart of 
International Astronomical the Kniper Belt - a zone beyond 
Union, .the two new moons will Neptune 4.5-7.5 billion kilome
be named after characters in tres from the sun. The Kuiper 
Greek and Roman mythology Belt is estimated to include more 
and take their side along Charon, than 35,000 objects of more than 
Pluto's moon discovered in 1978. 100 kilometres in diameter: the 
For the time being, the two tiny remnants of the sun's accretion 
satellites have been . named ring from which all the planets 
S/2005 P1 and S/2005 P2. They were formed. Agence Prance

have eluded detection so long Presse 

-- -- -- -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------� 



CONTACT DAY 
Will ET be phoning us in Lizzie's century? 'Absolutely.' 

m® LIZZIE'S CENTURY j BY ALLEN ABEL 

The voice called out from Mars and took it- world. It was called SETI-the Search for 
self through the places where there was no Extraterrestrial Intelligence-and one of its 
sunrise or sunset, but always the night with founding visionaries was a blind man. 
a sun in the middle of the blackness. And 
somewhere between Mars and Earth every- From the Frequently Asked Questions section 
thing of the message was lost, perhaps in a . of the SET! Web page: 
sweep of electrical gravity rushing by on the Question: Do you have any pictures of 
floodtides of a meteor, or interfered with by UFOs or aliens? 
a rain of silver meteors. In any event, the Answer: No. 
small words and the unimportant words of 
the message were washed away. And his voice 
came through saying only one word: 

". 0 .love 0 0 0 n 

-RAY BRADBURY, 

THE MART/AN CHRONICLES, 1946 

"WHAT WILL BE the 
one news event that 
Elizabeth always will 
remember?" I asked 
my futurists and fa
talists, and they said, 
"When the first robot 
graduates from Har
vard," or "The first 

cloned human who runs for Parliament." 
But no one said, "The day we learn that 

there are others like us in the universe." 
By 2085, I am just a hologram, an addled 

avatar telling the same old tales of watching 
the Brooklyn Dodgers play at Ebbets Field 
in 19 57, and what a lovely town Toronto was, 
before Lake Ontario dried up in the 2060s. 

(Wisely, just before I was uploaded, I 
programmed one of our household robots 
to delete my stories from its memory as 
soon as it heard them, and then to beg to 
hear them again.) 

But Elizabeth, at this point, is only 80-
brown�haired, green-eyed, fashionable and 
fit, still working, loving and helping others. 
If she still possesses any of the things her fa
ther left her, I hope that it is the sense of 
wonder that I felt so deeply when I was a 
boy with my first telescope, probing the im
memorial mysteries that all humans once 
shared, before the city lights and the smoke 
of progress took away our starry, starry nights. 

As the 21st century began, many men 
and women of my generation retained their 
Space Age wanderlust, and those who didn't 
have a spare $20 million for a ride on a Russ
ian rocket channelled it into a rigorous and 
patient hunt for a sign of life on another 

IN 2005, SETI had three radio telescopes 
designed to be attuned to the infinite sky (out 
of a hoped-for 350 ), and more than five mil
lion personal and office computers around 
·the world were using free SETI software in 
the form of a screen saver to search for ET. 
Every possible frequency from every possi
ble direction was methodically combed 
for a rhythmic pulsation that could not be 
dismissed as anything but a television, 
radio, or Rogers Wireless transmission fr<i>m 
the little green women on the Planet Zork. 

And the sighdess dreamer, Dr. Kent Cullers
the first totally blind person ever to earn a 
Ph.D. in physics-was living in Christchurch, 
New Zealand, a country that was, as his wife 
liked to say, the home planet of"wonderful 
p�ople, and not that many of them." 

I asked Cullers whether he expected to 
confirm the existence of an advanced extra
terrestrial civilization during my daughter's 
century (or more) on Earth, and he said, 
without hesitation: 

"Absolutely! In 50 years, we will have 
searched the galaxy, not only with light and 
X-rays, but even for gravity waves that will 
reveal super-civilizations that can control 
their own stars." 

"Are you discouraged that you haven't 
found it yet?" I asked. 

"The universe is vast, and our search is not 
big enough yet," Cullers replied. "Today, 
it's the near stars. Tomorrow, the galaxy. 
That's the whole point of physics, to extend 
your senses into the great beyond. Most of 
the people in SETI have some sort of philo
sophical belief. To me, knowing what the 
universe is is vastly important. I'm blind, 
as you may know, and I'm using my com
putational powers to look into the universe." 

Cullers was proud of the fact that five 
million amateurs had joined their hard 
drives to his quest. 

"Still, that's a lot fewer than were search-

5 

ing for the Paris Hilton sex tape," I noted. 
And the truth was, more earthlings were 

wrapped up in the X-Files and Roswell 
fantasies and Area 51 than were doing the 
serious science that would be needed to find 
aliens if ET did anything short of landing 
on the White House lawn. 

Some folks think that in 1947 alien rocket 
jockeys made a last-minute navigation error 
and crashed in the desert. The putative vic
tims are generally portrayed as humanoid, 
if somewhat shorter than us, and with big
ger heads-like children. While not impos
sible, this is unlikely. The fact that we have 
two eyes is good engineering, but having four 
appendages is an evolutionary accident. 
Most earthlings have six (they're called insects). 
The Roswell aliens resemble us because we 
relate better to anthropomorphic creatures. 
Real aliens won't be so similar. They probably 
won't crash, either. 
-SETH SHOSTAK, CHIEF SETI ASTRONOMER, IN 

THE GUARDIAN, 2005 

"WHAT WILL happen on the day you get 
the signal?" I asked Kent Cullers. 

"Our promise is that all of us will an
nounce the truth, fully and early," he said. 

"We will say, 'We have discovered somethinP 
that just might be a sign of extraterrestrial 
intelligence. It is not an error. It is not a 
problem with our equipment. It is real.' 
So, then we know it is real, and we keep lis
tening, and we start to understand the sig-

Teenagers necking in the woods acci

dentally spark intergalactic mayhem when 

they run over a visitor with their car, prompt

ing the Invasion of the Saucer Men, 1957. 

Continued on _eage 6. 



nal. But even if they send us the equivalent 
of the Rosetta Stone, it will take a long, 
long time." 

"When it happens," I asked, "is it The Day 
the Earth Stood Still? Does my daughter's 
life change instantly and utterly?" 

"No," said Cullers. "Life goes on, be
cause the information won't be invasive, in 
the way that an attack on Earth would get 
your attention. 

"What I will want to see is if ET gives us 
little keys that might make our lives better, 
cure all diseases, something like that. If you 
find out a small mathematical trick that can 
be deciphered from the signal, even a small 
intellectual thing that we never heard of 
before-like 'We know a way to rejig your. 
DNA to increase the human lifespan by a 
factor of two-are you interested?' That 
could change the world for you." 

"Wouldn't you prefer that the resources 
of science be used not to hunt for ET, but 
to cure blindness?" I said. "That would 
change the world for you." 

"But I don't think it can be done," Cullers 
answered. 

"You can set all the resources you want 
on a problem, but that doesn't mean you 
can solve it. A better example is cancer, or 
extending the human lifespan by a factor of 
two. I don't know how to cure blindness, 
but I do know how to use my intelligence to 
look into the stars." 

"Isn't the proper goal of science the end 
of affiiction?" I asked. 

"The most altruistic and safest goal of 
science is for the human good. But a large 
number of scientists believe that the purpose 
of science is to satisfy curiosity, that the need 
for knowledge is in itself a good thing. 

"Perhaps I'm prejudiced, but I find the 
promise of interstellar intelligence to be 
more surprising than anything I might see 
if I had vision. I've got lots of other senses I 
can use to intuit what our world is like. What
ever we learn from another technological 
civilization will be infinitely more interest
ing than anything we can extrapolate from 
our experiences here on Earth." · 

By 2085, of course-give or take a half-cen
tury-the Singularity Machine would have 
joined the search, if it had been programmed 
to wonder about the cosmos beyond its own 
mainframe, and if it chose to share with hu
mans the knowledge that it gained from the 
organisms-or fellow machines-that it con
tacted. Cullers might not still be alive, but 
his hologram would rejoice at the news. 

"As computers become more and more in
telligent," he said, "they will design them
selves, and technology will advance so fast 
that we can't guess what will happen next. 
We will be a different intelligence-'bio
beings.' It is quite possible that bio-intelli-

Steven Spielberg depicts space invaders 
as benign beings in Close Encounters of the 
Third Kind, 1977. 

gence and computer intelligence will be 
complementary. Information will be sent 
back and forth between silicon intelligences, 
and when the information is useful to hu
mans, the computers will pass it on to us." 

"Why are you so certain that the com
puters will tell us everything they find out?" 
I asked. 

"Because we don't want the same things 

more technologically advanced civilization, • 

he probably would have asked for the secret 
to making better sailing ships. But by the 
time the answer came back, we had jet air
planes. So we'd better get the question right 
the first time.'' 

"We should ask them, 'What is the worst 
thing that ever happened on your planet, and 
how did you survive it?"' I volunteered. 

But then I wondered, "What if their next 
message is, 'Our warships are on their way'?" 

"If we should have been silent," said the 
blind man, "it's too late." 

Question: Has the SET! Institute found an 
extraterrestrial signal yet? 

Answer: No SET! search has yet received a 
confirmed extraterrestrial signaL If we had, 
you would know about it. .. . In the past, there 
were several unexplained and intriguing sig
nals detected in SET! experiments. Perhaps the 
most famous of these was the "Wow" signal 
picked up at the Ohio State Radio Observatory 
in 1977. However, none of these signals was 
ever detecte4 again, and for scientists that's 

not good enough to claim success and boogie 
off to Stockholm to collect a Nobel Prize. 

'Why are you so certain that 
the computers will tell us · 

everything they find out?' 

that-computers want. We, the bio-beings, 
provide a nice substrate to help them ad
vance. I don't think they'll want to get rid 
. of us. But if we don't build an interest in the 
universe into our computers, they won't 
find information that's interesting to us.'' 

In the midst of this discussion, I realized 
that I was speaking through a cordless 
handset to a man across the Pacific Ocean 
whom I had never met, and how, to my 

· grandfather as a boy in Bialystok, Poland, 
this would have been a miracle beyond his 
comprehension or dreams. It was not 
quite Ted Sargent's Death of Distance-I 
could not see Kent Cullers, and he could 
not touch my hand-but we were sharing 
our thoughts, and our hopes and our under
standing, and that was not too bad for a 
mid-size planet in orbit around an unex
ceptional sun. 

So we climbed deeper and deeper into 
the fantasy of First Contact. 

"Let us say we made contact with a civi
lization 250 light years away, so that it took 

· 500 years to get a response," Cullers said. 
"Five hundred years is about the time span 
that separates us from Columbus. If Colum
bus had the chance to ask a question of a 
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Ober-capitalist Quark, from Star Trek, 
Deep Space-Nine (1993-1999), is really a nice 

Ferengi underneath that prominent brow. 

"WHAT COULD we learn from them?" pon
dered my friend Don Page, the most celes
tial man I know. "I mean, okay, so we got a 
signal-now we know they're out there
and nothing more. If we were expecting to 
hear it, then it just confirms our expecta
tions. If we weren't, then psychologically it 



After we ask our question, what 
if their next message is, 'Our 
warships are on their way'? 

electromagnetism is the same throughout 
the universe, so let's assume that they have 
nr. So we receive 1V images and we can 
project them and see things and they can see 
ours . At first, they don't know what our 
language is, but they can figure that out 
from the emotions and actions they see 
expressed when they hear the words. 

MACLEAN'S I OCTOBER 10, 2005 
"If we could communicate, go back and 

to a question does not necessarily mean that 
there is an answer to be found. But unlike 
Elizabeth's generation, he never had the 
Singularity Machine listening to every chan
nel at once. 

practisil)g evangelical Christian. He 
grew up in some of the most 
isolated hamlets of Alaska, 
where there are eight stars 

forth, do we send missionaries to 
them? If they have fallen and 

need redemption from sin, 
then maybe we should .  

on  the state flag-Baby 
Lizzie's favorite con
stellation, the Big Dia
per-and a trillion more 
in the sky. 

" I 'm skeptical that 
SETI will find anything," 
Page said. "We're so igno
rant of the percentage of plan

The Bible says that 
human beings were 

created in the image 
of God. But it is just 

one interpretation to 
say that we are the only 

beings in the universe cre
ated in the image of God. 

Maybe there are other beings 

"All right, then," said Page. "Suppose we 
imagine that they are emitting energy the 
same way we do-radio, TV and things like 
that. It is likely that they themselves are· 
quite different from us, but we know that 
probably would have a big effect: 'We are not 
alone,' and that sort of thing. But it would 
teach us one important fact about biology
namely, that evolution up to the techno
logical level is a probable outcome." 

ets that have life on them, because 
we are the only planet that we know of that 
does. We don't even know the probability 
that any given star has a solar system, so 
perhaps we could guess that it is one out of 
10. Even then, I think it is somewhat un
likely that there is another advanced civi
lization in our galaxy of lOO billion stars." 

on other planets who are also in the 
image of God. I would not see a theological 
problem with it. The Bible was written for hu
mans, and humans live on Earth . . .  " 

Page is an astrophysicist at the University 
of Alberta in Edmonton, a frequent collab
orator with Step hen Hawking, the father of 
five, including two Haitian adoptees, and a As Cullers admitted, committing resources 

But now we were talking about religion, 
and religion assumes that we still need a 
God or gods at all. To answer that Frequently 
Asked Question, we'll have to turn the page 
another 10 years. fi'i1 
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American inventor patents 
space-time bending spaceship 

Skeptics say 
inventor's science 

is full ofholes 

BY TOM S PEARS 

1'Jie :U,S. government has granted 
a-patent on a futuristic.' spaceship 
designed to approach light speed 
and escape gravity - by bending 
space, time and probably the 
laws of physics. 

that bends space-time, and a 
"space-time curvature anomaly" 
that escapes gravity and pushes 
the ship so fast it can carry a 
crew to distant stars. 

· 

Also, apparently, an· engine 
that runs nearly at light speed 

And this, so�e now claim in 
the journal Nature, means the 
U.S. Patent Office should have 
turned down the application. 
Patents are meant only for things · 
that might actually work. 

So, are we one step closer to 
reaching the stars? 

Sadly, no, says· Stuart Shapiro, 
a physicist at the University of 
illinois at Champagne-Urbana. 

"The inventor is vaguely con
versant with a number of issues 
[words, really] in cosmology and 
relativity, but I am not at all con
vinced they are understood or 
combined in a meaningful, let 
alone practical, way," he says in a 
short analysis. 

"There are certainly mistaken 
ideas ... .  Nor is it at all clear to 
me, for example, how in principle 
one significantly modifies global 
cosmological parameters, like the 
cosmo1mtica1 constant nr c;nacP

far more massive than Earth, or 
nearly as fast as light, to l.ua.kc: a. 
big $ange. 

Dr. Shapiro remains "doubt
ful" about the starship. 

It's Mr. Volfson's most ambi
tious invention, but not his first. 
He has also patented a "rotary 
trimmer with switchable blades" 
to cut fabric or cardboard edges 
that are "straight, patterned, scal
loped, pinking, wave, perforating 
or zigzag." 

He also invented imitation 
stained glass made of "electrolu
minophores arranged in a prede
termined decorative pattern, a 
pair of electroconductive walls 
trapping these electrolu
minophore5 and a plurallty of 
lead-simulating strips" at the 
edges. 

You ·plug it in and it glows in 
pretty colours. 

Can West News Service 
This means you can't build a 

ship able to do these things unless 
you get permission from Boris 
Volfson, of Huntington, Ind. This 
is his own invention, along with a 
new type ofpinking shears. . 

Mr. Volfson's documentation 
- for patent no. 6,960,975 -
showers the reader with refer
ences to physics papers and Web 
sites by dozens of authors, and 
touches on relativity,' string theo
ry, extra dimensions and tiny 
loops within space. It describes a 
ship that will surround itself with 
an "egg-shaped" envelope in 
which space and time curve the 
way the ship directs them, and 
letting the ship go incredibly fast. 

time curvature, by some ..!l�o�cal�---1 

Mr. Volfson quotes H.G. Wells 
in citing reasons whv the snace
oenamg gumo Wlil work, ana al
so sounds a whole lot like Star 
Trek. His interstellar spaceship 
will have flux modulators, a su
perconductive shield around it 

This is part of the patent. 

piece of equipment, however 
cleverly it is designed. There is 
not sufficient mass-energy to ef- . 
feet such changes:' 

Many physicists have said one 
can bend space-time, but one 
would need to t1y in something 

7 
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Insight 
into alien 
abduction 
BEN EDICT CAREY 
NEW YORK TIMES 

People who have memories of 
being abducted by aliens hold 
their ground amid snickers 
from a public that thinks they 
are daft or psychotic. 

They are neither, says Harvard 
psychologist Susan Clancy, and 
their experiences should be tak
en as seriously as any strongly 
held exotic beliefs. In her book, 
Abducted, due in October, Clan
cy, who interviewed dozens of 
self-described abductees as part 
of a series of memory studies, 
provides a discussion of current 
research into memory, emotion 
and culture that renders abduc
tion stories understandable, if 
not believable. · 

Her work also hints at a larger 
ambition: to explain the psy: 
chology of transformative expe
riences, whether supposed ab
ductions, conversions or divine 
visitations. 

''Understanding why people 
believe weird things is impor
tant for anyone who wishes to 
know more about people - that 
is, humans in general," she 1 
writes. 

Clancy's accounting for abduc- 1 
tion memories starts with an 
odd but not uncommon experi
ence called sleep paralysis. 
While in light dream-rich REM 
sleep, people may wake up for a 
few moments :md find them
selves unable to move. Psychol
ogists estimate about a fifth of 
.all people will have that experi
ence a� least once�-�?T�g �h!ch 

some 5 per cent will be bathed in 
terrifying sensations like buzz
ing, full-body electrical quivers 
and a feeling of levitation, at 
times accompanied by halluci
nations of intn1ders . .  

Although no one has studied 
this group systematically, Clan
cy suggests, based on her inter
views, that they tend to be peo
ple who already have some in
terest in the paranormal, mys
tical arts and the possibility of 
extraterrestrial visitors. 

Where do the green aliens with 
wraparound eyes come from? 
From the deep well of pop cul
ture, Clancy argues, based on a 
review of the history of UFO 
sightings, movies and television 
programs on aliens. The first 
"abduction" in the United 
States was dramatized in 1953, 
in the movie Invaders From 
Mars, she writes, and a rash of · 

abduction reports followed this 
and other works on aliens. 

Abduction narratives often 
have another dimension th�t 
Clancy suspects may be central 
to their power: they give people 
a way to comprehend the many 
dispiriting things that buffet any 
'life, and a deep sense that they 
are not alone in the universe. 

The most monstrous aspect of 
alien abductions may be how 
people's stories are dismissed. 

. supernovas . 
� . r" _ • I 

b?�c. r�search telescopes with 

I h e  u r l l \/e rse 
�g1t� m�ageys are now regular-
1y sweepmg ror supernovas and 

fERt:i-..t.;E OICI\iNSON will soon make almost all the 
discoveries. Evans started his 

Amat:eur as u onon e n .  · 1 a ve searching in 1981, more than a 
made some ieiuarkable discov- decade before the first astro-ro
eries by scanning the night sky hots were even being tested. 
with telescopes. Perhaps the Evans has an advantage at the 
most amazingofthese is the dis- telescope that none of his hu
covery last month of a superno- man competitors have been able 
va, an exploding star, in outer i.o match: his prodigious men1o
fringes of the obscure galaxy i) fm star fields. He has .;om
NGC155� in the c:onstellatior� mitted to memory the appear
ReticulUITl. ance of more than 1,000 galaxies 

Spotted by Roben Evans, a and their starry environs down 
backyard astronomer in Hazel- to magnitude 15, which means 
brook, New South Wales, about he can check each galaxy field of 
lOO kilometres west of Sydney, view in his telescope just by eye. 
Australia, the find is astonishing Moving across the sky at the 
because it is Evans's 40th dis- rate of one galaxy every two or 
covery of a supernova in a dis- three minutes, Evans can scan 
tant galaxy using only his eyes lOO or more galaxies for super
Jnd his telescope. No comput- novas in one night. No one has 
2 s. No automateri c;quipmenL been �ble to approach this feat, 
No digital irnaging devices. nor will there be any need once 

Bvam, uses c. 300 till 1-diarne- the robotic search telescopes 
te1 Newtonian reflectm · ele- are perfected, which they 
scope:, typical of the equipn1ent should be by 2012. 
utilized by thousands of ama- Later this century, ·astrono
teur astronomers worldwide. mers will remember Evans as an 
But no one has come close to extinct species: a human corn
matching his achievement - puter who applied his remark
and never will. Automated ro- able talent to scientific research. 

EY� AUGUST 1 1 /05 

Space is so the place · 

Never mind that research done to t, Here's a quote from Robert Heinlein 
prepare for space travel helped come up that sums up what I think: 
with lighter materials that coulcl be used 1 "The most ironical thing about our 
in wheelchairs and other types of plas- i space program is that there are thou
tic/metal pro�ucts. Never mind the sands of people alive today who would 
benefits of medical research sponsored be dead were it not for some item 
by NASA that could result in medica- deri�ed from space research - but are 
tions to help the aged in the future if the blissfully unaware of the fact - and , 
research continues. Never mind that we complain about.'wasting all that money 
were almost waylaid by an asteroid on stupid, useless space stunts when we 
years ago -an event that would, and have so many really important proh-
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R 8, 2005 use thermal imaging based on get off their collective asses and stop sort of thinking would have kept 

When robots attack 
"Any robot could rebel . . .  so it 
is crucial to learn the strengths 
and weaknesses of every robot 
enemy," writes Dr. Daniel Wil-

son in How to 
Survive a Robot 
Uprising. Al
though the ro
boticist's hand
book is humor
ous, it contains 
some real tips : 
"A robot trying 

the roughly 9 1 -degree tempera- focusing on just the �udball we live on. Columbus at home." 
tllre of human skin, so smearing Never mind all of that, because '�space At least he knows what he's talking 
yourself in cooling mud will · h 1 " -

fu IS not t e p ace. about. NEVILLE A. ROSS 
con se them. If being chased 
by an unmanned robot vehicle, 
flee to a rustic, unmaooed area 
with lots of obstacles. If your ro
bot 'smart' house - one wired 
with video surveillance and 
computer gear - tries to trap 
you, chop your way out with an 
axe and don't take your cell
phone, because the house will 
track you with it." 
Source: The Pittsburgh Post
Gazette 

metro 
W E DN E S DAY, N OV E M B E R  9, 2005 

UFO FlAP Numerous sightings of massive fireballs in the 
skies over Germany this week have led to an upsurge in re
ports of UFOs, but scientists believe the cause could be a 
bizarre annual meteor blitz. souRcE: REUTERs 

NASA'S WEBSITE says such fireballs have been report
ed elsewhere in the world and may also be due to the 
fact that the Earth is now orbiting through a swarm of 
Space debriS. SOURCE: REUTERS 
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Lost City 
·of -Stars 

Earth twins · 
forced into orbits unsuited to 
Earth-like conditions. 

· 

Unlike the extrasolar plane
tary systems discovered -so far, 
the planets in our. solar system 

Ten years· ago, the first planet have nearly circular orbits, a 
was discovered orbiting a star condition that makes -it possible 
other than the sun. As- of last for Earth and the other smaller 
week, astronomers had found a I planets to exist in safe, stable or� 
total af 161 planets· orhiting 138 bits closer to the sUn. 

The.  U n iverse 
TERENCE DICKINSON 

Discovered different stars. Most of - these "Therefore," Marcy says,- "the 
.stars have one known . planet, surest way to find a planet like 
but 10 have two planets; t:liTee · Earth is to first find a solar sys

By DAVID JAMES 
The Epoch Times Sydney Staff 

A team of Australian and U.S.  
astronomers have discovered 
that nearby galaxy NGC 300 has 
a large extended disk populated 
with ancient stars, extending the 
known diameter of the gala.xy by 
at least 200 percent. The discov
ery was the result of a detailed 
study of the galaxy using the 8-
yard Gemini South telescope lo
cated at Cerro Pach6n in central 
Chile. 

It is believed that initially, the 
outer disk of stars was as bright 
as the galaxy's center, but over 
time the stars at the outside of 
NGC 300 faded to the point of 
becoming almost imperceptible. 

"A fe:w billion years ago the 
outskirts of NGC 300 were 
brightly lit suburbs that would 
have shown up as clearly as its 
inner metropolis," said Profes
sor Joss Bland-Hawthorn of 
the Anglo-Australian Observa
tory in Sydney. "But the suburbs 
have dimmed with time, and are 
now inhabited only by faint, old 
stars-stars that need large tele-

THE EPOCH TIMES • 
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scopes s-uch as Gemini South to have three planets' and one has tern with a Jupiter like ours." 
detect them." four planetary companions. · So far, such a solar system has 

NGC 300 is a spiral member of Most of these exttasolar.plan- · not turned �p and the trend 
the extragalactic cluster known ets, as they are called by astron-. seems to be pointing the other 
as the "Sculptor" group of gal- omers, are roughly the s�e -of way, towards increasingly ec
axies, which is our closest such 

Jupiter and Saturn, the two centric orl�its for Jupiter-sized 
largest p�anets in our own solar planets that are farther from 

cluster at approximately 6 . 1  mil- system. _ . their host stars. 
lion light-years away. Most of its The smallest one detected so 'We will know in the next five 
stars lie in a fairly flat disk mak- faris aplanet eighttimes Earth�s. ·years whether our type of solar 
ing it appear to be a normal spiral mass, orbiting the red dwarf star system is common or not," says 
galaxy like our Milky Way. NGC Gliese 876. Although nothing Marcy. -
300 is the 'first galaxy outside of about its composition is yet . The nearest. known plan� of 
our locaf group to be studied in known, such a world is halfway another star IS a Jup1ter-s1Zed 

between a rocky Earth and a one orbiting Epsilon Eridani, 
such depth. · gaseous planet like Neptune. - the second nearest sun-like star, 

Professor Bland-Hawthorn be- 'We are in new territory here,'-' 10.5 light-years away . .  
lieves that the finding has pro- says leadingplanethunter Geoff - The plane� has a seven-year or
found implications for our own Marcy, an astronomer at San bit around .. Epsi�on Eridani 
galaxy, since most current es- Francisco State University. compared to Jupiter's 12-year 
timates put the - diameter of the "The next generation of astron- orbital trek around our .sun. 
Mllky Way at about 1 00,000 omers will be discoyering other· Theoretically, there is roomfor _ 
light-years or about the size nowl Earths out there.'� an �arth-:-like planet clo�er-� to 

estimated for NGC 300. "How- But Marcy says itwon't be easy Epsilon Eridani. . . 
because niost of the planetary However, the Jup1ter-s1zed 

ever, our galaxy is much more systems discovered so far have planet has a highly eccentric or-
massive and brighter than -NGC their planets in highly eccentric - bit which brings the big planet 
300, so on this basis our Galaxy! (steeply oval) orbits which 1 in closer than Mars is in our so-
is also probably much larger than means that any Earth-sized lar system. · · 

we previously thought�perhaps r planets that might have initially Experts say the gravitation� 
as much as 200,000 light-years' · existed wquld have long ago disturbance from these close-m 
across," said Bland-Hawthorn. j been - either gravitati9nally swings would not allow a stable 

The discovery was published in kicked out of the system, or. orbit for an Earth-like world. 

the August 1 0, 2005 issue of the 
Astrophysical Journal . 

Robbie Williams: 
I ca-n't wait to See aliens 

Pluto May Have Three Moons, Instead 

of One 

.... _ 

British superstar singer Robbie Williams enjoys visi

tors of the extra-terrestrial kind, Ananova.com says. 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Pluto, that cosmic 

oddball at the far reaches of our solar system, 
may have three moons instead of one, scientists 
announced on Monday. Astronomers using the . 
Bubble Space Telescope glimpsed the two n

.
ew 

satellites back in May, and were intrigued when 
the pair of possible moons appeared to move 
around Pluto over three days in what looked- like 
a nearly circular orbit. 

On a recent radio show, he said, "I've been dreaming 

every night about UFOs, I can't wait to go to sleep at _" _ 

night. I think they are definUely on their way, seriously. 

Mark my words. From now until 
201 2  - watch out kids:' 
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Posited theory on 1 moon's formation. 
A L A S T A I R G . W .  C -A M E R O N  Giant impact 

Scientist measured 
radiation to pierce 
Venus' cloudy vei l 

Cornell H. Mayer, a pioneer in 
radio astronomy who found the 
first signs of searingly hot tem
peratures on the surface of 
Venus, died on Nov. 19 at his 
home in Alexandria, Va. He was 
83. 

The cause of death was con
gestive heart failure, said his 
wife, Carey Whitehead Mayer. 

After advances in radar dur
ing the Second World War, sci-

'THATWAS A BIG 

DISCQVERY . . .  THAT 

WAS BEFORE WE HAD 

PLANETARY PROBES' 

entists started building large 
metal dishes in the 1950s to lis
ten to the universe. Mayer used 
a 50-foot radio telescope on top 
of a building at the Naval Re
search Laboratory in Washing
ton and pointed it at Earth's 
neighbouring planets. 

Astronomers knew little 
about Venus, which is enshroud
ed in thick clouds, but they 
imagined that below the clouds 
there could be a wet and Earth
like environment. Mayer, how
ever, found the microwave radi
ation emanating from Venus to 
be very bright. 

"The signal was too strong to 
be from -an Earth-like planet," 
said Kenneth J. Johnston, scien
tific director of the U.S. Naval 
Observatory, who worked for 
Mayer in postdoctoral research 
35 years ago. 

Instead, the brightness of . 

the Venus measurements, pub
lished in 1958, corresponded to 
a temperature of 600 degrees. 

"It was very, very hot," John
ston said. "That was a big dis
covery in those days. That was 
before we had any planetary 
prohes." 

Similar measurements of 
Mars and Jupiter found temper
atures that fit with what as
tronomers expected, suggesting 
that Mayer's technique was 
sound. 

Cornell Mayer was born in 
Ossian, Iowa, and graduated 
from the University of Iowa in 
1943. He served in the wartime 
Navy and then received a mas
ter's degree in electrical engi
neering at the University of 
Maryland in 1951. 

After his early Venus discov
ery, Mayer developed detectors 
of increased sensitivity for use 
on radio telescopes, allowing 
him to measure temperatures of 
planets. A few years afterward, 
he collaborated with Charles H. 
Thwnes, a professor of physics at 
Columbia who later shared a 
Nobel Prize for development of a 
"maser," a forerunner of the 
laser. Mayer installed a maser on 
his radio telescope, allowing 
measurements that were more 
sensitive still. 

"That was the first time a 
maser was used in a practical 
way," Johnston said 

Mayer retired in 1980 from 
the Naval Research Laboratory, 
where he had headed the radio 
astronomy branch. 

In addition to his wife, he is 
survived by a daughter, Carolyn 
Elizabeth Mayer of Alexandria. 

Kenneth Chang, 

The New York Times 
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. theocy holds that 
. collision of planets 

created satellite · 

Alastair G.W. Cameron, a Harvard 
astrophysicist who helped devel
op a revolutionary theory to ex
plain how the moon was formed, 
died on Oct. 3 at his home in The
son, Ariz. He was 80. 

The cause was heart failure, 
· - his family said. 

Cameron's giant impact theory 
holds that a planet roughly the 
size of Mais struck Earth, sending 
fragments of Earth's mantle spin
ning into space. The ring of debris 
may have ultimately come togeth
er to form the moon. 

Cameron was a former associ
ate director for planetary sci
ences at Harvard and was chair
_man of its astronomy depart
ment from 1976 to 1982. 

He and others, principally 
William K. Hartmann of the 
Planetary Science Institute in 
Thcson, proposed the impact the-· 

_ ory in the 1970s and developed it 
in later decades. The two scien
tists had been working indepen
dently on the idea when Hart
mann presented his research at a 
meeting at Comell in 1974. 

· 

The theory accounts, in part, 
for the moon's lack of water and 
its few volatile elements, which 
would have been burned away in 
the planetary collision. 

Michael J. Drake, a planetary 
scientist who is director of the 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 
at the University of Arizona, said 
Cameron made "clever calcula-"" · 

tions using advances in com
puting power and realized 

. that such debris could 
. .  possibly coalesce." 

Drake observed, "The 
giant impact theory, 
which since the. '80s 
has become largely ac
cepted in the scientific 
mainstream, became a 
brilliant synthesis of 
earlier, flawed hypothe
ses about the origin of 
the moon." 

Cameron was also in-
. terested in how chemical 
elements are formed inside 

. stars, a field known as nucle-

osynthesis. He continued to 
study the origins of the solar 
system and in pa,nicular the im
portance of the explosions of 
large stars, or supernovas, that 
appear_ to create new stars in 
their destruction . 

. The ·son of a Canadian bio
chemist,-Alastair Graham Waiter 
Cameron was born in Winnipeg. 

-He earned his undergraduate de
. gree from the University of Mani-

toba and a doctorate from the 
University of Saskatchewan. 

He taught at Iowa State and 
conducted atomic research in 
Canada before joining the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, serving as a se
nior scientist from 1961 to 1966. 
He became an American citizen 
in the 1960s. 

Cameron later became a pro
fessor of space physics at Yeshiva 
University, where he taught from 
1966 to 1973. He then taught at 
Harvard, remaining there until 
1999, when he moved to Thcson. 
He continued to work as a senior 
research scientist at the Arizona 
lunar laboratory until last month. 

In September, the American 
Physical Society's division of nu
clear physics awarded Cameron 
its Hans A Bethe Prize. 

Cameron's wife, the former 
. Elizabeth MacMillan, died in 

2001. The couple lived in Bel
mont, Mass. 

He is survived by a sister, 
Janet Matthews, and a niece, Va
lerie Matthews Lemieux, both of 
Winnipeg, and by two nephews. 

Jeremy Pearce, · 

The New York Times 


